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TOM M C ENANEY

Real-to-Reel: Social Indexicality,
Sonic Materiality, and Literary Media
Theory in Eduardo Costa’s Tape Works

IN 1968, VO G U E M A G A Z I N E F E A T U R E D an unusual new acces-
sory. Ear (1966), a 24-karat gold anatomical replica that entirely covered
model Marisa Berenson’s own ear, was one of a number of fitted extensions—
there was also a finger, a toe, and strands of gold hair—that Argentine-born
artist Eduardo Costa included in his Fashion Fiction 1. Photographed by
Richard Avedon on one of Vogue’s most famous models, Costa’s jewelry—part
sculpture, part ornamental prosthetic—attempted to parody the fashion
industry even as it was absorbed into its pages (fig. 1).1 Playful and seductive,
Ear wavered on the boundary—quickly eroding in 1968—between high-end
fashion and vanguard art. At its most critical, Ear and other Fashion Fictions by
Costa literalized the familiar reification of commodity culture: turning
human body parts into objects, the works winked at fashion’s claim to be
an extension of yourself. In repurposing the language of fashion, they also
made sense in the Vogue of the late 1960s alongside the work of Andy Warhol,
Roy Lichtenstein, Claes Oldenburg, and other artists. For, like these contem-
poraries in pop art or works from the Latin American neo-baroque, Costa’s
ornaments reveled in the surface rather than condemning the superficial.
This fascination with surfaces found an ideal corollary in Avedon’s photog-
raphy, which celebrated the foreground.2 With Ear, Avedon’s portrait of
Berenson became an almost mythic testament to the ‘‘statuesque’’ model,
whose image recalls both a passing victim of Midas’s touch and a Galatea
on the verge of breaking into the auditory world.

abstract This article develops a linguistic media theory that brings together Peircean materialist
indexicality from Barthes, Bazin, Doane, Krauss, and others with linguistic anthropologist Michael
Silverstein’s nonreferential (social) indexicality. Following Argentine sound artist Eduardo Costa’s
practice with tape recording, the article challenges critical theory to account for the sonic meaning at
play in pragmatic (nonsemantic) communication related to gender, race, and diasporic community.
More than a mere supplement or limit, material sonic media expand aesthetic representation, and
media archaeology opens new possibilities to intervene in language politics. Representations
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If Ear stopped there, however, we could stack Costa’s Fashion Fictions
alongside Oldenburg’s everyday objects or Warhol’s Brillo Boxes—all three
artists shared work at the Fashion Show Poetry Event held at the Center for
Inter-American Relations in New York in January of 1969. But Ear distin-
guishes itself from pop art standards not so much for its send-up of com-
modity culture, as through its emphasis on the auditory image. This
sculpture, or ornament, or prosthetic shows what it doesn’t tell: sound is
everywhere implicit but nowhere physically present in the work. Asking its
viewers to look at listening, Ear transforms the apparently ephemeral world
of sound into a physical object.3

This objectification of sound, whose effect on the wearer, it’s worth
remembering, would be to mute or dull audition, ties in to the revolution
in materializing sound in the 1960s. Like our own moment’s explosion of new
technologies and formats for producing and consuming sound, postwar inno-
vations in audio engineering, largely linked to the emergence of newly pop-
ular recording materials such as magnetic tape, renewed older concerns
about fidelity and the realism of reproduced sound.4 Yet, notably different
from most current criticism of digital sound’s apparent loss of fidelity, the
1960s technologies helped produce the cult of high fidelity, renewing

figure 1. ‘‘Beauty Bulletin,’’ two-page spread in Vogue, February 1, 1968, including
Richard Avedon, photograph of Marisa Berenson wearing Eduardo Costa, Fashion
Fiction 1, 1967. © Richard Avedon Foundation.
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nineteenth-century discourses of sonic fidelity and the belief that sound
reproduction could become indistinguishable from the recorded source.5

As I will explain in greater detail in what follows, Costa’s work at this time
went beyond sculpture and concept to draw from new sound recording tech-
nologies’ ability to register and (re)produce sonic phenomena, and to bind
these transformations to language and literature. In terms familiar to media
studies, just as photography or film’s chemical imprint of the sun’s rays onto
photographic negatives indexed physical traces of light, high fidelity seemed
to expand what Friedrich Kittler would celebrate as the gramophone’s ability
to inscribe the material ‘‘real’’ of sonic vibrations onto cylinders or shellac
discs.6 Yet, while Kittler declared that electrical sound recording tolled the
death knell of literature, Costa’s tape recording work in the late 1960s fuses
the material index of media studies with what linguistic anthropologist
Michael Silverstein calls the ‘‘non-referential social indexicality’’ available in
language.7 Such social indexicality exists, for example, in the sonic attributes
of a voice that can index a speaker’s age, nationality, sex, and so on. Against
what has often been understood as the impasse between literature and media
in the wake of Kittler, Costa brings together these two sides of the index to
create a literary media theory and practice based in sound recording.8

Costa’s work with indexicality in tape recording responds to a division
between sound and language, as well as media and literature, that long
predates Kittler’s provocations in the 1980s. Indeed, nearly all of twentieth-
century literary theory—and poststructuralist philosophy from Jacques Der-
rida to Jacques Lacan—depends on Ferdinand de Saussure’s edict to ignore
sound. Put more precisely, that tradition derives from Saussure’s decision to
emphasize what he called the ‘‘psychological’’ aspect of speech—which he
defined as the relationship between ‘‘a concept and a sound-image [signified
and signifier]’’—and to cast aside the ‘‘physical (sound waves)’’ and the ‘‘phys-
iological (phonation and audition)’’ for others to investigate.9 For nearly one
hundred years, Saussure’s elevation of the ‘‘symbolic’’ aspects of speech
muted literary theory and philosophy’s attention to sound as anything other
than a ‘‘surplus’’ or a limit against which signification was defined.10

This early linguistic division between sound and signification continued
to influence the history of literary theory and media technologies and helped
reinforce the separation of humanistic and scientific inquiry. As Mara Mills
has brilliantly argued, engineers and linguists separated sound from language
by three different methods beginning in the nineteenth century, just before
Saussure’s aforementioned theory.11 Mills recognizes the similarities between
Alexander Graham Bell’s first sketch of a telephone call (1874), Saussure’s
model of a ‘‘speaking-circuit’’ (1916; fig. 2a), and Claude Shannon’s ‘‘Sche-
matic Account of a General Communication System’’ (1948; fig. 2b) as part of
a history connecting the study of sound to the development of computing,
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cybernetics, and even cell phone engineering. She notes that Saussure’s deci-
sion to focus on the ‘‘sound-image’’ turned linguistics away from precisely
those sonic aspects of speech that served as the materials from which tele-
phone engineers developed information theory, signal processing, and the
other key features of contemporary computing for which Shannon’s diagram
serves as an archetype. Sound’s separation from language, in other words,
helped create both our contemporary technological world and our dominant
models of cultural theory.

However, while media theorists and art historians have turned away from
apparent linguistic limits to find what they extol as more materialized and

figure 2a. ‘‘Speaking-Circuit,’’ in Ferdinand de Saussure, Course in General
Linguistics (New York, 1916).

figure 2b. ‘‘Schematic Account of a General Communication System’’ (1948), in
Claude Shannon and Warren Weaver, The Mathematical Theory of Communication
(Urbana, 1963).
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implicitly more direct encounters with the ‘‘real,’’ it often goes unrecognized
that sound and language actually came back into the communication circuits
Mills describes. Precisely this connection between sound, engineering, and
language established the groundwork for Costa’s fusion of literature and
media. As Bernard Dionysius Geoghegan has detailed, in December of
1949 Claude Shannon’s co-author, Warren Weaver, sent their Mathematical
Theory of Communication to a linguist associated with the Rockefeller Foun-
dation: Roman Jakobson. Jakobson replied, ‘‘As I continue to work on the
problems of sound and meaning I realize still more the decisive influence of
your and Shannon’s book.’’12 Jakobson subsequently based his own diagram

figure 2d. ‘‘Micro-Contextual Semiotic of Indexicality,’’ in Michael Silverstein,
‘‘Indexical Order and the Dialectics of Sociolinguistic Life,’’ Language &
Communication 23, no. 3–4 (2003).

figure 2c. Model of the ‘‘constitutive factors in any speech event’’ (1960), in
Roman Jakobson, ‘‘Closing Statements: Linguistics and Poetics,’’ in Style in
Language, ed. Thomas A. Sebeok (Cambrige, MA, 1960).
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for the ‘‘constitutive factors in any speech event’’ (1960) on Shannon and
Weaver’s information theory (fig. 2c). More than a decade later, Jakobson’s
former student Michael Silverstein would expand on and depart from the
speech model in Jakobson’s diagram to publish his description of pragmatic
and metapragmatic language, including his concept of nonreferential social
indexicality (fig. 2d). The other articles in this special issue of Representations
have shown many of the consequential applications of Silverstein’s work for
literary theory. Nicholas Harkness, in particular, has detailed how indexical
understandings of language can tune us in to how sound can structure
narrative. In the remainder of this article, I will show how Silverstein’s
notion of social indexicality, combined with media theory’s material index,
provides a conceptual vocabulary for considering the connections between
literature and technology, language and sound, as an alternative to the sym-
bolic models that have insisted on literature’s silence.13 Through Silverstein’s
pragmatic and metapragmatic methods, I argue, we can understand how
Costa’s work revises the still dominant divisions between sound and literature.

That Costa would arrive at a similar theory, upon which he would base his
sonic artistic practice as early as 1969, makes particular historical sense. Costa
arrived at the University of Buenos Aires in the middle of the 1960s to study
indigenous language phonetics with the linguistic anthropologist Salvador
Bucca just as Bucca and others had begun introducing the work of Claude
Lévi-Strauss—a colleague of Jakobson’s who had himself studied Shannon
and Weaver’s cybernetics to develop phonetic systems.14 Moreover, Costa
benefited from the Rockefeller-funded Torcuato Di Tella Institute’s Latin
American Center for Advanced Musical Studies (CLAEM), where he worked
with sound engineers and electronic musicians Francisco Kröpfl and Fer-
nando von Reichenbach.15 Costa was thus on hand to witness von Reichen-
bach invent his ‘‘analogue graphical converter’’ (which he called Catalina),
a device capable of synthesizing sounds from a score drawn on a page, turning
analogue signs into electronic sonic signals.16 Although neither he nor his
mentors would use the terms, Costa studied at the nexus of material and social
indexicality, media theory and linguistic anthropology, sound and literature.

Attuned to these changes in linguistics, sound engineering, literature,
and art, Costa left Buenos Aires for New York, and one year after his golden
ear in Fashion Fiction 1 reached Vogue’s readers, Costa joined with the New
York artist John Perreault to produce the audio anthology Tape Poems
(1969).17 That work consisted of a tape reel accompanied by a one-page
printed manifesto, ‘‘Introduction to Tape Poems,’’ in which Costa and Per-
reault declared it ‘‘the first ‘publication’ of works created specifically for
stereophonic tape.’’ With the requisite bravado of any vanguard document,
the artists seized on this new medium—making the medium, in fact, the
anthology’s very subject. While Ear had objectified the anatomy of receiving
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sound, Tape Poems focused on the physical storage of sound outside of the
body. The anthology and its manifesto sought to transfer audiophiles’ excite-
ment about stereophonic tape’s previously unheard sonic fidelity from sound
and music to speech and language. For these artists, tape’s new materializa-
tion of sound would serve as the means to renovate art and literature.

Stereophonic tape became the medium for Costa and Perreault’s anthol-
ogy because of a belief—established by audio engineers, music fans, and
cultural critics—in this medium’s ability to grasp new aspects of sonic reality
that also promised to open new fields of aesthetic representation.18 Insisting
that the physical medium had artistic consequences, Costa and Perreault
wrote, ‘‘In a photograph the materiality is not the same as the materiality of
the object represented. For instance, a photo of a person is not flesh, but
paper. But when we play a tape we have sound as in the original phonic
language.’’19 Their statement borrowed from and challenged new theories
of photography based on André Bazin’s influential contention that ‘‘the
photograph as such, and the object in itself share a common being, after
the fashion of a fingerprint.’’20 In Costa and Perreault’s formulation, tape’s
material co-extension with the object it recorded would help it usurp photo-
graphy’s place as the medium most capable of breaking down the represen-
tational divide. Tape, not photography, would become the best means by
which artists might index reality.

Insisting on this material change in aesthetic representation connected
Costa and Perreault’s work to an emerging form of transnational experi-
ments redefining literature through the tape recorder. From Paul Bowles’s
‘‘recording, translating, and editing’’ of the Moroccan storyteller Driss Char-
hadi’s ‘‘novel’’ A Life Full of Holes (1964), to the Cuban ethnographer Miguel
Barnet’s retelling of Esteban Montejo’s life in Biografı́a de un cimarrón [Biog-
raphy of a fugitive slave] (1966), Bowles and Mohammed Mrabet’s Love with
a Few Hairs (1967), the Argentine journalist Rodolfo Walsh’s ¿Quién mató
a Rosendo? [Who killed Rosendo?] (1968), and Andy Warhol’s a: A Novel
(1968), artists, poets, anthropologists, and novelists turned to tape through-
out the late 1960s, often with the explicit task of representing a more objec-
tive reality, or inventing what might be called an ‘‘ethnographic realism.’’21

Eduardo Costa himself had helped theorize the link between tape recording
and objectivity in a work he produced in Buenos Aires in 1966. In Costa and
Roberto Jacoby’s ‘‘First Hearing of Works Created with Oral Language’’
[Primera audición de obras creadas con lenguaje oral] they declared, ‘‘The
tape recorder, storing the language that would later be combined into the
work, would operate like an objective memory, outside of the artists’’ [El
grabador funcionarı́a, al almacenar el lenguaje que después se va a combinar
para formar la obra, como una memoria objetiva y exterior al artista].22

Three years later, in their ‘‘Introduction to Tape Poems,’’ Costa and
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Perreault linked such ‘‘objectivity’’ to sound and language: ‘‘The works exist
completely in terms of aural phenomenon, rather than in terms of visual
systems of signs, thus beginning a new art of the tape recorder that has in
common with written literature the fact that it refers to real language.’’
Extolling the virtues of their chosen medium, Costa and Perreault’s mani-
festo borrowed from the authority of the new ethnographic realism and the
culture of high fidelity to argue that the tape recorder, unlike photography
or film, possessed a privileged relationship to the real.

However, characterizing the work included in Tape Poems as ‘‘realist’’
would surely surprise its contributors. That group makes up an almost pro-
phetic collection of names that would largely define 1970s performance art
and poetry in the United States. Looking back, the prescience of Costa and
Perreault’s selections is second only to what might be thought of as its print
antecedent: Donald Allen’s anthology The New American Poetry, 1945–1960.
Among Tape Poems’ contributors, the poets Anne Waldman, Hannah Wei-
ner, Bernadette Mayer, Lewis Warsh, Michael Benedikt, Joseph Ceravolo,
and John Giorno created a second New York school on the heels of the first,
helping to lay the groundwork for Language poetry, which in turn opened
the way for slam poetry. The performance artists and essayists Vito Acconci,
Scott Burton, and Dan Graham redefined how we think about spatial rep-
resentation in language and sculpture. And the Argentine filmmaker Lean-
dro Katz would join with fellow contributor Ted Castle to found Vanishing
Rotating Triangle Press, notable for publishing John Ashbery, Situationist
leader Guy Debord, Gerard Malanga, and the first novels of Kathy Acker.
Based on these names alone, Tape Poems stands out as a key work of a trans-
American vanguard in the moment of its ascendance.

Listening to these artists’ contributions, it is often difficult to hear how
the anthology’s poems relate to its manifesto. Anne Waldman’s backwards
recording or ‘‘backmasking’’ in her work ‘‘Three Minutes of My Life,’’ shows
how the machine can defamiliarize everyday experience and exhibits how
memory—our own thoughts ‘‘played backwards’’—is itself a creation, a new
organization of time and experience. Similarly, John Perreault’s Cagean
minutes of silence in his ‘‘Five Works for Tape Recorder: Two Minutes and
Eighty Feet of Silence and/or Intermission and/or Do-It-Yourself-Tape
Poem and/or Tape Poem to Be Read from Tape and Recorded and Then
Played Back’’ sounds more like a Robert Rauschenberg white painting, with
the machine revealing itself as a medium. This work’s connection to the
introduction’s theoretical writing is probably best captured by Scott Burton,
who says toward the end of his own contribution to the anthology, ‘‘There’s
a real difference between real silence and recorded silence.’’

When we listen to Tape Poems we encounter the strangeness of this ‘‘real
difference,’’ and it is worth noting how Burton’s comment pushes back
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against Costa and Perreault’s assertion that material traces of the physical
world left on magnetic tape, or the chemical process that imprints an object’s
shared light on the photographic negative, necessarily grant us access to the
real. Whether knowingly or not, Burton’s comment breaks with Bazin and
later critics—those influenced by the American pragmatist philosopher
Charles Sanders Peirce—who argue that these shared physical marks or indi-
ces challenge the divide between an object and its representation. Burton
insists on the real difference of mediation. Surprisingly, Costa and Perreault
agree. Just after they argue on behalf of tape’s radical material connection to
phonic language, they challenge it:

Of course, the fact that the materiality is the same does not mean that when we
listen to a tape recording of language we are listening to the real language. We are
only in front of language mediated through a different system of restrictions,
through another code than that of written language.

Mediation still matters for these artists. We have to recognize, as Oscar
Masotta, Costa’s mentor in Argentina and a lecturer at the Di Tella, wrote
in his book on pop art, that the work ‘‘represents the represented.’’23 The
material index does not excuse us from attending to other ‘‘restrictions’’
and ‘‘another code.’’24 And yet Costa and Perreault do not merely point to
an unending echo chamber of mediation. Instead, tuning in to ‘‘another
code’’ allows them to hear what the critics of the ’60s and many today fail to
notice by focusing on the image alone. In Tape Poems the real difference is
the sound of social space.

Without putting it in these terms, Costa and Perreault insist on the other
side of Peirce’s index: the social indexical. In the manifesto’s words, tape

regains for ‘‘literature’’ tones of voice, pitch, and other characteristics of spoken
language that are lost when it is translated into the printed word. These nuances are
linguistically relevant, since they can indicate age, sex, class, geographical origin
and emotional state of the speaker.

In the specialized jargon of linguistic anthropology, these sonic attributes of
a voice can function as nonreferential social indexicals.25 Similar to how the
difference between the informal Spanish ‘‘tú’’ (you) and formal ‘‘usted’’ (you)
refer to the same object but pragmatically point to or index different social
roles or the power formation of an interaction, the sonic qualities of a voice
can indicate a change in meaning without necessarily working through
a change in reference.26 Accent, inflection, timbre, and other sonic attributes
in speech can alter how one interprets a phrase, and, as Harkness shows in
this issue, can even allow a speaker to inhabit different characterological roles
with social and, in his case, theological consequences. Helping us hear these
sounds of social space, Costa and Perreault seek to transform literature and
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demonstrate how listening ‘‘will call attention to ordinary speech as one of the
most important ways of producing aesthetic emotion through language.’’
Asking us to tune in to the soundscape of everyday experience, they use the
tape recorder and stereophonic tape to expand the reach and range of liter-
ary representation.27 Combining the material capabilities of tape with a revi-
sion of the dominant aesthetic theory, they discover how to renovate
literature through new technology.

More specifically, Tape Poems uses the new availability of stereophonic
tape to emphasize how these issues of social space depend on our ability to
hear physical space. Breaking with the single-channel, or monophonic,
recording that was the recording industry standard, the anthology’s empha-
sis on stereo presents us with a story about the new sonic contour of space
and the increasing mobility of recorded sound. Despite the fact that the
contributions are arbitrarily ordered by the poets’ last names, a certain
narrative about sound and space emerges in Tape Poems from the first track
by Vito Acconci to the last piece by Hannah Weiner.

Acconci’s ‘‘Untitled’’ sounds like a single voice and body walking up and
down in a room, approaching and retreating from an immobile microphone.
Gently mocking the alphabetic seriality structuring the anthology, as well as
the famous serial compositions from Arnold Schoenberg, Aaron Copland,
and John Cage (the last two, lecturers at the Di Tella), Acconci’s voice marks
out time by counting casually and without any discernible pattern except to
exist insistently out of time with the footsteps.28 Given the anthology’s title,
Tape Poems, the piece calls attention to a play with poetic meter, an attempt to
break down the artificiality or conventionality of an iambic, trochaic, or oth-
erwise metered ‘‘foot’’ and to replace it instead with the random, contingent
steps of everyday life. The conceptual joke depends on the genre’s ‘‘rules of
use,’’ the generic norms or codes of expectation that underwrite any utter-
ance labeled ‘‘poetry.’’29 To turn a metaphorical foot into a physical foot
reorganizes even the sensuous limits imposed by printed meter and attempts
to entail a new position for poetry through its sonic entextualization: to
change, in Erving Goffman’s words, the reader or listener’s ‘‘footing.’’30

What Acconci measures or marks out in his steps is simply the piece itself
in its becoming, but also the new space opened to poetry through the stereo
format. His actions remind the listener of the particularity of the medium
Costa and Perreault argue for in their introduction: ‘‘Written literature can be
thought of as consisting of some of the possible combinations of the letters of
the alphabet arranged on a plane; but aural literature, such as Tape Poems,
consists of sounds arranged in space.’’ Acconci’s movement around the
microphone performs ‘‘language-in-use’’ and calls attention to the space,
much as Alvin Lucier’s performance ‘‘I am Sitting in a Room’’ would do that
same year. It reminds us that acoustics structure sonic experience, and tunes
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our ears to the acoustic properties of the room and the room’s negative space,
allowing the architecture and the walls to speak, in some sense, through their
echoes.31 At the same time, Acconci’s recording gives our ears a quick lesson
about echolocation, about how to perceive space through audition alone, and
this lesson will bear on the tape poems to come.

Set within the anthology as a whole, Acconci’s piece serves as a kind of
primer and an overture, establishing the key themes and motifs of the
collection. ‘‘Untitled’’ prepares our ears to perceive a narrative about the
disorganization of our sense of space and time that occurs over the course of
the various contributions collected in Tape Poems. In an alternative to Costa’s
muted Ear, Acconci’s poem reveals how stereo sound depends on its inter-
action with a listener, on the receptive capacity coproductive of this new
mimetic realism. In the rest of the works, the anthology’s artists largely work
to disrupt spatial orientation through the use of multiple voices, backwards
recordings, various sound filters, dense fields of overdubbed and overlaid
noise, and mere recordings of silence. The artists repurpose the hi-fi dreams
of audio engineers to make stereo sound the means to break space (and also
the experience of hearing spoken language) apart, rather than seamlessly
knit it together.

If Acconci’s piece introduces us to stereophonic composition, Costa’s
contribution to the volume uses stereo to manage time and link different
registers of discourse to sonic differences. Costa’s ‘‘Four Works’’ upends
biological gender norms through the tape recorder’s ability to slow down
and speed up the voice, thereby altering vocal pitches and connecting (as we
shall see) printed demands for free speech to sonic aspects of spoken lan-
guage.32 In doing so, Costa’s poetic contribution synthesizes his theoretical
principles, and again links Acconci’s work with acoustic space to those social
indexicals from linguistic anthropology in order to open and extend what
poetry can say.

Costa begins ‘‘Four Works’’ with instructions for his listeners. The work
consists of two ‘‘tales,’’ and with them Costa benefits from stereophonic
sound: the listener hears the first story in the left channel and the second
in the right. In his vocal introduction, Costa suggests that listeners begin
listening only to the left channel, then only to the right, and finally the two
together. His method shows how stereo recording can add spatial and tem-
poral levels to the printed text. Similar to a visual palimpsest, the recording
explores the experience of simultaneous information, taking advantage of
the formal lessons that the avant-garde and modernism learned from news-
paper design to realize thematic and semiotic connections through montage.

Given this history, it shouldn’t surprise us that the two tales in ‘‘Four
Works’’ are based on articles from print journalism.33 Tale one includes two
articles, one that describes the debate about teaching religion in New York
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City’s public schools and the other about the legality of stop-and-frisk laws in
the same city. Tale two begins with a brief article about a group of nuns in
Los Angeles who want to reform and soften their dress codes, while the
second part of the tale offers a scientific explanation about the specialized
use of hemoglobin in respiration. Although listeners in the wake of Eric
Garner’s death by asphyxiation might anachronistically hear a prophetic
connection between invasive police tactics and the ‘‘I can’t breathe’’ rallying
cry, within Costa’s own historical moment no obvious logic links the stories
together.

Nevertheless, a method connects the content of the texts and their sonic
form. The voice that reads tale one begins with a somber tone and a slow
rhythm. Its low bass notes sound ‘‘masculine’’ insofar as deep voices are
associated with normative male physiology, such as wider and longer vocal
cords.34 However, as the voice proceeds, the pitch begins to change until it
subtly becomes higher and faster until the sound reaches the higher pitches
closer to feminine normativity. Meanwhile, the voice in the second tale
begins with a high-pitched and rapid delivery, its tone akin to that of a young
child or someone who has inhaled helium. But this voice also changes its
speed and pitch. In the end we hear a lower voice whose rhythm and timbre
sound more like those of an older woman. As Costa says in his ‘‘explanation’’
at the end of the work, ‘‘The changes in voice tones are narrating a certain
reality. First, a change of sex, and then a change of age are told to us,
irregardless of what the speakers say.’’ Anticipating later media theories and
histories that link pitch shifting to gender, Costa understands how the
recording apparatus changes the age and gender of the speaker’s voice
through simple alterations in velocity of reproduction. Thus, Costa can
connect the tape with the physical and physiological real at the same time
that he reveals the sound of gender and age to exist as social constructions
with their own semiotic and performative codes. The tape recorder, in this
case, reveals itself as an apparatus and helps Costa defamiliarize social
norms.

Moreover, although Costa’s concluding note marginalizes the content
of the newspaper articles, it’s worth noting how they relate to these formal
and sonic changes. Both stories pertain to the law. More specifically, they
focus on freedom of speech and the First Amendment, which is cited in the
article about stop-and-frisk. Religion, invoked in the first article, becomes
central to the second story about the nuns’ demand to choose their own
vestments. And this call for feminine self-determination concludes with the
scientific understanding of hemoglobin in the process of breathing. This
conclusion reminds us of the role of the body and physiology in the ques-
tion of free expression: it doesn’t allow us to divide biology and culture.
Keeping in mind these connections between the texts, we can return to the
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sound of the voices, and understand that the changes in pitch demonstrate
the struggle for a new form of expression and a new value placed on the
most basic sounds of our daily voices. The tape recorder emerges, in this case,
like ‘‘the acoustic unconscious,’’ to modify a phrase from Walter Benjamin. It
produces a new method of listening and understanding our senses and the
phenomenal world precisely because it challenges the naturalization of semi-
otic codes.35

In ‘‘Four Works’’ and his introduction to Tape Poems, Costa uses the tape
recorder to reconsider the limits of written literature through the recorded
voice. In contrast with the theories of Theodor Adorno, Marshall McLuhan,
and others who imagine a homogeneous culture of orality as a mark of
cultural regression and neoprimitivism, Costa demonstrates that listening
and sonic technologies offer a more sophisticated system for working with
language and extending what one can say and do with literature.36 More-
over, his experiments seem in tune with various aspects of the liberation
movements of the late 1960s without loudly insisting on the politics of his
work. Breaking with the printed page, Costa discovers a simultaneity of
voices that renew poetry and separate it from the lyric ‘‘I.’’ Sound, listening,
and the spoken word, in Costa’s works, become materials for a new indexical
poetry.

At the end of the anthology, on the last track of side B, we encounter
what sounds like the perfect complement to Acconci’s simple walk around
the microphone, as if we had been heading logically toward Hannah Wei-
ner’s ‘‘Three Poems’’ the whole time. Complementing Costa’s work with
voice and gender, and Acconci’s stereophonic experiment with space, Wei-
ner further disrupts the lyric poetic tradition to forge a new social sense of
poetry’s work with voice as a sonically political artifact.

On first listen, Weiner’s work is a puzzling physics and chemistry lesson
about the displacement of air and the atomic weight of helium and krypton.
Then, without explanation, the speaking voice describes the measurement
of ‘‘the sound of an object in one-dimensional motion along a line from A to
B,’’ then B to C and C to D. Following each of these alphabetical measure-
ments is a recording of a jet airplane’s takeoff. Taking advantage of the
stereophonic tape, the sound moves from one speaker to the other. Finally,
in a section called ‘‘Speed Racer,’’ we hear the sound of a racecar zooming
close and then zipping away, until, in a technical feat, the microphone leaps
onto the car itself, and we hear one continuous buzz.

This apparently random assortment of ideas and sounds restates the
anthology’s themes and anticipates in surprising ways some of the most recent
theories of sound. From the immobile microphone around which Acconci
walks at the beginning of Tape Poems to the newly mobile microphone
attached to the racecar as it zooms around the track, as if on a tape reel in
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fast-forward mode, the anthology outlines a miniature history of recording’s
move toward mobility. Here we encounter a history that might seem futurist
and utopian in its ‘‘drive’’ away from the human foot and toward the sheer
speed of the racecar. But it is also a history that carries the more dystopian
threat in the sound of jets taking off at the height of the Vietnam War. To
invoke the title of a recent study of sound’s role in militarization, ‘‘Three
Poems’’ represents sonic warfare.37

Weiner taps into these two strands—the utopian and dystopian—and
fuses the minor act of everyday speech to the massive power and energy of
jet travel. And she does it all with a sense of humor. ‘‘Three Poems’’ picks up
on the assertion in the Tape Poems introduction that ‘‘the use of this new
medium will call attention to ordinary speech as one of the most important
ways of producing aesthetic emotion through language.’’ Furthermore, it
harks back to Costa’s contribution to the anthology, ‘‘Four Works,’’ and its
pitch-shifting work with gender norms. Moving from the mechanical to the
chemical, Weiner changes the sound of her voice by inhaling helium. She
matches the form of the voice with its content; as she reads out the chemical
composition of helium, the voice slowly loses the temporary vocal effects of
the gas. When the buoyancy of this voice is then replaced by a dour-
sounding bass speaker associated with the heavier gas krypton, the listener
comes to realize how much an understanding of personal identity can
depend on chemical identity and how gender roles might change through
simple chemical and mechanical alterations.

Wiener takes this minor play with a voice’s easy chemical malleability
and connects it to the later terrifying and thrilling sounds of departing jets.
The key to this connection arrives at the beginning of the first ‘‘poem’’ she
reads, titled ‘‘Poem 2’’:

The Problem. Measure and document the results of the process of translation from
an invisible to an inaudible phenomenon. The Solution. The relative motion of
invisible cold air moving down, and invisible hot air moving up introduces turbu-
lence. This turbulence produces inaudible sound, which may be measured and
recorded by an air pressure transducer. Example: [15 seconds of silence].

In the fifteen seconds of silence that follow, Weiner takes us back to the idea
of silence that makes itself heard in so many of the works in Tape Poems.
Whereas in John Perreault’s piece silence was an invitation to ‘‘do-it-yourself,’’
a place to lay an ironic claim to own sound, for Weiner the apparent absence
that is silence begs further investigation. Like a microscope that reveals an
apparently blank canvas to be alive with an ecosystem of microbes, ‘‘Poem 2’’
tunes us in to how ‘‘turbulence produces inaudible sound, which may be
measured and recorded by an air pressure transducer.’’ A sonic transducer,
from the hair cells in our ears to a tape head, converts vibrational energy into
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neural signals, or magnetic fields on magnetic tape to and from electrical
signals. It can also remind us, as Marcus Boon has written, that ‘‘sound’’ might
be rethought of as physical but inaudible vibration.38 In this case, silence
becomes a subsound or what Steve Goodman, in his book Sonic Warfare, calls
‘‘unsound.’’

Reconsidering ‘‘the real difference’’ in silence, Goodman’s theory of
unsound offers yet another notion of the material force of sound Tape Poems
does so much to theorize and represent. Unsound exists in vibrations or
frequencies on the edge or just outside the periphery of human audibility
(Sonic Warfare, 17). It includes infrasound (lower than 20 Hz) and ultra-
sound (higher than 20 kHz), and ‘‘many of the weapons surveyed in Sonic
Warfare target this synaesthetic threshold of the heard and the felt.’’39 As
Wayne Marshall writes, ‘‘The way that sound and unsound can physically
affect bodies means that, for Goodman, they operate at the level of affect,
a ‘subsignifying’ realm. He is primarily concerned, then, not with ‘sound as
text’ but rather ‘sound as force’’’ (97). Although greatly different in its
historical moment and focus, Goodman’s concept of ‘‘unsound’’ reminds
us of the physical properties of sound signaled in Tape Poems.

Indeed, like Goodman, but forty years earlier, Weiner draws attention to
sound beyond the audible, and to its connection to wartime technology.
Eager to make this frightening connection heard before it is felt, she sur-
rounds the silence of acoustic militarization with text, with culture, with
spoken words. She also includes the potential resistance to an increasingly
militarized world of sound. When she connects the minor physical distur-
bance or turbulence that a voice makes in speech to the eruption of a jet
engine in the Vietnam era, she calls for recognition of the intricate cultural
and material ties between everyday talk and the language of power. Subtle
and sly in its protest, Weiner’s ‘‘Three Poems’’ sounds a political alarm that
we should still hear ringing in an age of often invisibly buzzing drones and
air still thick with jets on bombing raids the world over.

Coda: Pressing Record

In 1985 Costa put to use his sonic form of poetry to eulogize an
artist expert in indexicality: his friend, the Cuban-American performance
and earth artist Ana Mendieta. Listening to Costa’s edited answering machine
recording of three voices, we can hear how he combines questions of acoustic
fidelity with the social indexicality of oral language to convert both into a type
of aesthetic imitation that remains faithful to the conditions of another
artist’s work. This appendix to his theories and practice with sound and
recording from the 1960s comes with a title that explains something of the
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history of its production: ‘‘Ana Mendieta Calls on the Week of Her Death.
Scott Burton Calls from London Two Days after Ana’s Death. Raquel Men-
dieta Harrington (Ana’s Sister) Calls a Few Days Later.’’40 Extracting the
recordings from his home answering machine, Costa commemorates Men-
dieta through his listening. Similar to the multinational anthology of Tape
Poems, this new recording brings together voices from various parts of the
world to render homage to Mendieta, whose siluetas or silhouettes—molds,
impressions, and outlines of her body sculpted from sand, rock, water, bark,
blood, and other elemental materials—centered on themes of land and exile
(fig. 3). In those works’ overt use of indexicality—the images akin to one of
Peirce’s emblematic indexes, the fingerprint—Costa locates a model for
returning to his own work with the social and material sonorous indexes of
tape recording.41 Choosing to commemorate Mendieta with the answering
machine—the technology built to receive calls when one is away from
home—Costa discovers an affective medium to honor and respond to Men-
dieta’s work with physical markers of exile.

In this homage to Mendieta, Costa once again experiments with how
vocal tones, regional accents, and nonvocal noise can function as a central
feature of, not a mere supplement to, linguistic meaning. The sound of the

figure 3. Ana Mendieta, from
Silueta Works in Mexico, 1973–77.

The Estate of Ana Mendieta
Collection, LLC. Courtesy
Galerie Lelong, New York.
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voices leaving messages on the answering machine unite the receiver—
Costa and his machine—with other displacements. Recalling Costa’s
emphasis on the additional meaning that nonwritten linguistic codes can
produce, we hear a voice from the United States that offers condolences
from London, and a Spanish speaker—Ana Mendieta—in Rome, lamenting
the experience of speaking to yet another answering machine. These itin-
erant voices, and their tonal asymmetry with their regional and national
places of enunciation, recall Mendieta’s exile, as well as that of Costa, who
had moved to New York once again to escape the persecution of the military
government in Argentina. The audible geo-sonic displacements are reaf-
firmed by the lack of sonorous precision in the voices and the distortion
produced by the tape and perhaps the long-distance phone call. These sonic
markers register the distance and draw attention to the recorded quality of
the voice, amplifying the spatial and temporal separation that turns the
answering machine into an emblematic supplement to, and archive for,
memory.

The work’s commemorative function becomes clearer when one hears
a long beep or dial tone that separates and sequences the three voices.
At first, this sound reminds listeners of the familiar command: ‘‘Leave a mes-
sage after the beep.’’ Familiar, that is, to listeners in 1985. (Indeed, the
sound itself indexes a moment in technological history and a mode of
listening and speaking that requires a particular, if informal, training in
mediated performance.)42 However, given its social context, the tone also
evokes the flatline sound of a heart monitor and, thus, the medical sound
that announces Mendieta’s death. Finally, the disruptive noises of the tape-
editing process, which interfere with the listening experience before we
hear the last voice (that of Ana’s sister), do more than simply lay bare the
device. Costa’s incorporation of the noise of his own editing work into this
micronarrative also tunes us in to his challenge to his earlier support for the
‘‘objective memory’’ theorized in the introduction to Tape Poems. The noise,
in other words, produces the fidelity, the mimetic appropriateness that
allows Costa to adequately remember and organize Mendieta’s death by
creating a simple and basic narrative from three separate voices.

The artist or the poet, in this case, becomes an editor. He brings together
a community of speakers connected by their affective relationships: a network
in which Costa and Mendieta are the two nodes that make the tape possible.
After Mendieta’s call—the first that we hear on the tape—Costa’s silence, his
lack of response, imitates her own mortal silence. Costa’s social work with
sound thereby contextualizes sound’s absence so that silence means some-
thing specific, rather than marking an abstract limit of language.

In this melancholy work, Costa comes closest to the introductory man-
ifesto to Tape Poems, where, during a moment more exuberant about the
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technology’s new capacities, he had affirmed, ‘‘The tape recorder is already
as necessary as the typewriter. It might soon replace it. In the future it may
not be necessary to learn to read and write. Perhaps all we will need to know
is how to hold a microphone and push some buttons.’’ In his homage to
Mendieta, Costa produces an intimate sound work of found materials that
requires little more than pushing a few buttons. He transforms the lyric
poet’s role from one who is overheard—in John Stuart Mill’s well-known
definition—to one who overhears, or simply listens. At the same time, he
discovers in a new technology and a new medium not the feared or cele-
brated end of literature, but poetry’s expansion into a new richness of
language, a new attention to sound as constitutive of rather than supple-
mental to linguistic meaning. In doing so, he brings technology and litera-
ture together, as he draws on linguistics, phonology, semiotics, art history,
and medium specificity to move beyond the impasse that had divorced
sound from meaning. He does so without turning sound into a symbol or
an image. He takes sound, in its indexical complexity, as an object and
a signal whose meaning must be negotiated. He makes poetry of the index.

N o t e s

A different version of this article appears in Spanish as ‘‘Realismo Sonoro y
Fidelidad Literaria: Las obras de cinta de Eduardo Costa,’’ Revista de estudios
hispánicos 50, no. 2 (June 2016): 371–86. I want to thank Brı́an Hanrahan for his
incisive and thoughtful suggestions on earlier drafts, as well as Anindita Baner-
jee, Jeremy Braddock, Jane Glaubman, Kya Mangrum, Roger Moseley, and
Jordan Musser.

1. Much of Costa’s work in the 1960s was intended to theorize and critique the
mass media. In 1966, with Roberto Jacoby and Raúl Escari, Costa produced
Primera obra del arte de los medios, obra conocida también como Happening para un
jabalı́ difunto [First work of art of the mass media, also known as Happening for
a deceased boar]. The professor and social critic Oscar Masotta (one of Costa’s
teachers) collected and published this work in Oscar Masotta, Happenings
(Buenos Aires, 1967).

2. ‘‘The point is that you can’t get at the thing itself, the real nature of the sitter, by
stripping away the surface,’’ Avedon wrote in ‘‘Richard Avedon: Portraits’’
(1993). ‘‘The surface is all you’ve got. All you can do is to manipulate that
surface—gesture, costume, expression—radically and correctly’’; quoted in Phi-
lip Gefter, ‘‘In Portraits by Others, a Look That Caught Avedon’s Eye,’’ New York
Times, August 27, 2006.

3. This emphasis on sound through silence already appears in one of Costa’s
earliest works, the Super 8 film Nombres de amigos: poema para sordo mudo [Names
of friends: Poem for the deaf-mute] (1969). That film shows a close-up of
Costa’s mouth pronouncing the names of more than fifty friends with the
sound removed. Costa’s visual poem is also a miniature history lesson, recalling
Etienne-Jules Marey’s protocinematic ‘‘chronophotographic gun’’ and the
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images he shot of his assistant George Demeny to train deaf and mute patients
in Paris to say ‘‘Je vous aime’’ in the 1880s. Costa’s short film also relates to
a larger history of media and trans-American art. By choosing to pronounce
his friends’ names—those linguistic constructions that more easily move
between or across languages—Costa attempts to speak across the linguistic,
political, and national frontiers he ceaselessly negotiated in his own displace-
ment and movement between Argentina, Brazil, and the United States during
decades of political upheaval when he sought to form an intimate community
of trans-American artists.

4. In his chapter ‘‘The Social Genesis of Sound Fidelity,’’ Jonathan Sterne studies
how ‘‘fidelity’’ came to be defined in England and the United States from
around 1878 to 1930. ‘‘Fidelity,’’ Sterne argues, should be understood as a social
and contingent phenomenon rather than an issue of ontological difference
between original and copy; Jonathan Sterne, The Audible Past (Durham,
2003), 218.

5. The story of recording and the rising interest in fidelity has been told in a number
of places. Perhaps the most important, for their ability to synthesize material and
challenge our understanding of the terms ‘‘fidelity,’’ ‘‘definition,’’ and ‘‘sonic
realism’’ are Tim J. Anderson, Making Easy Listening: Material Culture and Postwar
American Recording (Minneapolis, 2005), Jonathan Sterne, Mp3: The Meaning of
a Format (Durham, 2013), Sterne, The Audible Past, Michel Chion, Audio-Vision
(New York, 1994), and Bryan Wagner, Disturbing the Peace (Cambridge, MA, 2009).

6. This apparent increase in the amount of physical information inscribed onto
new formats like magnetic tape also passed through production processes that
sometimes altered that information to heighten sonic ‘‘definition.’’ Beginning
with André Bazin’s ‘‘The Ontology of the Photographic Image’’ in 1945, or
perhaps Walter Benjamin’s observation that Eugène Atget’s photographs are
‘‘evidence’’ (1936), critics looked at the chemical processes that engrave an
image onto a photographic negative or plate as marking a material trace of the
real. Later critics, such as Rosalind Krauss (1977) and Roland Barthes (1980)
helped canonize the notion of photography as ‘‘indexical,’’ following Charles
Sanders Peirce to argue that the photograph’s material connection to the
object divorces it from the conventionality of ‘‘symbolic’’ meaning and delivers
it into a physical relationship with the world that in some ways obviates the
human act of interpretation to establish its significance. In a somewhat differ-
ent context, a few years later Friedrich Kittler would make a similar claim for the
sonic medium of the gramophone, arguing that its grooves are traces of the
vibrations made by the mechanism of the human voice (1986). Taken together,
these theories provided an alternative to the dominant sense of ‘‘the world as
text,’’ and due to their ambition to escape the claustrophobia and narcissism of
human subjectivity, they share an implicit interest in an imagined mechanical
objectivity largely free from the interference of the human subject and capable
of registering material reality. See André Bazin, What Is Cinema?, 2 vols., trans.
Hugh Gray (Berkeley, 2004); Walter Benjamin, Illuminations, trans. Harry Zohn
(New York, 1968); Rosalind Krauss, ‘‘Notes on the Index: Seventies Art in
America,’’ October 3 (Spring 1977): 68–81; Roland Barthes, La Chambre claire:
Note sur la photographie (Paris, 1980); Friedrich Kittler, Gramophone Film Typewriter
(Berlin, 1986). I mean ‘‘the world as text’’ to refer to the interpretive commu-
nities that have been organized, whether wittingly or not, and whether with
direct influence or not, around Jacques Derrida’s statement in De la grammato-
logie (Paris, 1967): ‘‘Il n’y a pas de hors-texte.’’ Although Derrida himself argued
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that this statement had been misunderstood, the sometimes dogmatic belief in
its truth has dominated a large swath of aesthetic and theoretical discussion,
especially in the United States, for almost the past fifty years.

7. Kittler took up Michel Foucault’s models of the ‘‘subject’’ in Les mots et les choses
and L’archéologie du savoir in the former’s historical theorization of new ‘‘dis-
course networks’’ that brought together pedagogy, literature, and electric
media to turn ‘‘so-called man’’ into a product or epiphenomenon made possible
through the particular relations and organization of knowledge in the media
system. Kittler launched his attack on Literature—which he generalizes from
European and primarily German romanticism and later French symbolism—
because Literature, in his view, participated in the proliferation of a belief system
and institution of power and knowledge at once misogynist, expressive, vitalist,
and mystical. Hermeneutics, the analytical mode most closely associated with this
conception of literature, elevated human intelligence’s self-estimation through
the claim that one could read into and reveal the truth of things. Thus, Literature
produced an arrogant and chauvinist humanism that ignored the human’s con-
tingent and dependent status in the world of other animals, things, and nonhu-
man existences. Literature, as an institution, became the alibi for the grotesque
belief in human power whose potential for violence found itself dramatically
amplified through new technologies in the war machine of the twentieth century.
As much as his chapter on the gramophone mocks printed literature as an
outmoded means of transcribing the voice surpassed by electric media’s physio-
logical inscription of the voice’s vibrations onto shellac or cylinder, he represents
Literature as the training ground that enabled the worst uses of electric media.
Literature is co-extensive with these media. The gramophone is not important
because it embodies the next step in media evolution, but because it bypasses the
human’s exceptional status and the symbolic system upon which Literature
relied to help constitute humanist power. For more on ‘‘non-referential social
indexicality’’ see Michael Silverstein, ‘‘‘Cultural’ Concepts and the Language-
Culture Nexus,’’ Current Anthropology 45, no. 5 (December 2004): 621–52, and
Michael Silverstein, ‘‘Shifters, Linguistic Categories, and Cultural Description,’’
in Meaning in Anthropology, ed. Keith H. Basso and Henry A. Selby (Albuquerque,
1976), 11–55.

8. Kris Paulsen has argued against the fixed connection between the index and
the real and for an interpretation of Peirce’s index as a primarily affect-driven
sign. Kris Paulsen, ‘‘The Index and the Interface,’’ Representations 122 (Spring
2013): 83–109.

9. Ferdinand de Saussure, Course in General Linguistics, ed. Charles Bally and
Albert Sechehaye, in collaboration with Albert Riedlinger, trans. Wade Baskin
(New York, 1916). Mara Mills argues, ‘‘In the context of communication
engineering . . . it was precisely acoustic materiality—and the materiality of elec-
trical signals—that underpinned the reproduction and simulation of the voice.
In the first decade of the twentieth century, as telephone engineers began to
theorize the speech signal and its economy, linguist Ferdinand de Saussure
worked out his own theory of semiology, based on a ‘speaking-circuit’ seemingly
modeled upon a telephone call. . . . Saussure divided speech according to ‘the
physical (sound waves), physiological (phonation and audition), and psycho-
logical parts (word-images and concepts).’ Only the ‘psychological parts’ truly
mattered for Saussure’s semiology, which took as its focus the study of ‘the
sign’. . . . The rest of the speech circuit, as far as Saussure was concerned, could
be left to phonetics and psychophysics’’; Mara Mills, ‘‘On Disability and
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Cybernetics: Helen Keller, Norbert Wiener, and the Hearing Glove,’’ differences
22, nos. 2 & 3 (2011): 79.

10. Much of this work focuses on the voice and relates to the Aristotelian distinc-
tion between phóné and logos as the grounds to differentiate human speech from
animal voices. Even attempts by Adriana Cavarero or Mladen Dolar to empha-
size ‘‘the voice and nothing more’’ continue to work from the Saussurean
paradigm. Adriana Cavarero, For More Than One Voice: Toward a Philosophy of
Vocal Expression, trans. Paul Kottman (Stanford, 2005); Mladen Dolar, A Voice
and Nothing More (Cambridge, MA, 2006). In Peirce’s tripartite division of signs
into icon, index, and symbol, the symbol accounts for those arbitrary and
negative linguistic relations Saussure described through the signifier-signified
schema. Charles Sanders Peirce, The Essential Peirce (Bloomington, 1998).

11. Mara Mills, On the Phone: Deafness and Communication (Durham, 2017).
12. Quoted in Bernard Dionysius Geoghegan, ‘‘From Information Theory to

French Theory: Jakobson, Lévi-Strauss, and the Cybernetic Apparatus,’’ Critical
Inquiry 38, no. 1 (Autumn 2011): 109.

13. Roman Jakobson’s work with sound largely followed the Saussurean model, and
inspired a subfield of linguistics known as ‘‘sound symbolism.’’ For Silverstein’s
critique of this field, see Michael Silverstein, ‘‘Relative Motivation in Denotational
and Indexical Sound Symbolism of Wasco-Wishram Chinookan,’’ in Sound Sym-
bolism, ed. Leanne Hinton, Johanna Nichols, and John J. Ohala (Cambridge,
1994), 40–53.

14. See Geoghegan, ‘‘From Information Theory to French Theory,’’ and Cynthia
Acuña, ‘‘El itinerario del estructuralismo en Buenos Aires (1958–1966),’’ Facultad
de Psicologı́a-UBA, Secretarı́a de Investigaciones, XII Anuario de Investigaciones (2004):
281–87. In addition to reading Lévi-Strauss, Costa studied with Jorge Luis Borges
at the Universidad de Buenos Aires, read and quoted Roland Barthes, and would
have encountered lecturers at the Di Tella including Umberto Eco, John Cage,
and Aaron Copland. Patrick Greaney, ‘‘Editor’s Introduction: A Creator of
Genres,’’ in Eduardo Costa, Conceptualism and Other Fictions: The Collected Writings
of Eduardo Costa, 1965–2015, ed. Patrick Greaney (Los Angeles, 2016), i–x. For
more on the Di Tella’s invited lecturers see John King, El Di Tella: y el desarrollo
cultural argentino en la década del sesenta (Buenos Aires, 1985).

15. John Harrison, regional director of the Rockefeller Institute in Chile, decided
to establish CLAEM in Buenos Aires in July of 1962; King, El Di Tella, 134.

16. Ibid., 150.
17. Eduardo Costa and John Perreault, eds., Tape Poems (New York, 1969), reel-to-

reel tape, including separate printed sheet ‘‘Introduction to Tape Poems.’’
18. Tim J. Anderson states that stereo and its attendant audile techniques pro-

duced a ‘‘surplus’’ reality ‘‘realer than the real,’’ as well as the grounds to create
new sonic experiences rather than reproduce already existent sound; Ander-
son, Making Easy Listening, 159.

19. Eduardo Costa and John Perreault, ‘‘An Introduction to Tape Poems,’’ in
Greaney, Conceptualism and Other Fictions.

20. André Bazin, ‘‘The Ontology of the Photographic Image’’ (1945), trans. Hugh
Gray and republished in Film Quarterly 13, no. 4 (Summer 1960): 9.

21. While Miguel Barnet’s and Rodolfo Walsh’s works have previously been
thought of as ushering in the ‘‘testimonial’’ literature of Latin America, when
read in concert with Paul Bowles, Driss Charhadi, Mohammed Mrabet, and
Andy Warhol, the works collectively form an international subgenre mixing
ethnography and realist literature. Costa and Perreault’s anthology appears
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to both borrow from and revise this form. The tape recorder technique was also
fictionalized in novels such as Cuban writer Guillermo Cabrera-Infante’s Tres
Tristes Tigres (1967), and the Mexican novelist Luis Zapata’s El vampiro de la
colonia Roma (1979). Later, the Argentine-born novelist Manuel Puig would use
the tape recorder to compose Sangre de amor correspondido (1982). Ricardo
Piglia’s La ciudad ausente (1992) includes a storytelling machine that issues
cassette-tape versions of testimonial literature. Writing about the development
of a new form of academic criticism, Catherine Gallagher and Stephen Green-
blatt have described how they borrowed from anthropology to seek out an ‘‘eth-
nographic realism’’; Catherine Gallagher and Stephen Greenblatt, Practicing New
Historicism (Chicago, 2000), 28. Linguistic anthropology’s ‘‘ethnopoetics’’ would
be another model to consider the entextualization of oral performance in these
works. See Robert Moore, ‘‘Reinventing Ethnopoetics,’’ Journal of Folklore Research
50, no. 1–3 (January/December 2013): 13–39.

22. Republished in Listen, Here, Now!: Argentine Art of the 1960s: Writings of the Avant-
Garde, ed. Inés Katzenstein (New York, 2004).

23. Oscar Masotta, El ‘‘pop-art’’ (Buenos Aires, 1967).
24. Costa and Perreault’s insistence on the codified character of their project also

borrows from and pushes back against Roland Barthes’s ‘‘Le message photo-
graphique’’ (1961) and ‘‘Rhétorique de l’image’’ (1964), which argued that the
photograph possesses no code. See Roland Barthes, ‘‘Le message photographi-
que,’’ Communications 1 (1961): 128, and Roland Barthes, ‘‘Rhétorique de
l’image,’’ Communications 4, no. 4 (1964): 40–51.

25. Rosalind Krauss’s article on photographic indexicality does include Roman
Jakobson’s discussion of the ‘‘shifter,’’ the deictic personal pronouns whose
meanings change depending on the context of their utterance. However, in
the intervening years Michael Silverstein has gone on to revolutionize linguistic
anthropology through the study of pragmatics and the development of what he
calls ‘‘metapragmatics’’—the use of pragmatic codes in social interactions.

26. See Janet Morford, ‘‘Social Indexicality and French Pronominal Address,’’ Jour-
nal of Linguistic Anthropology 7, no. 1 (1997): 3–37.

27. Although the term ‘‘soundscape’’ has a specific, ecologically inflected meaning
from its coinage by R. Murray Schafer, I am using the term more loosely to link
Costa and Perreault’s work to a number of more recent theorists, from Emily
Thompson to John Picker, who have expanded the concept of the soundscape
into media and literary theory. See John M. Picker, Victorian Soundscapes (Cam-
bridge, MA, 2008); Emily Thompson, The Soundscape of Modernity (Cambridge,
MA, 2002); R. Murray Schafer, The Soundscape (Rochester, VA, 1994).

28. For more on serialism see Markus Bandur, Aesthetics of Total Serialism: Contemporary
Research from Music to Architecture (Berlin, 2001) or M. J. Grant, Serial Music, Serial
Aesthetics: Compositional Theory in Post-War Europe (Cambridge, 2001).

29. For more on how particular literary entextualizations in specific media help
produce the ‘‘lyricization’’ of poetry, see Virginia Jackson, Dickinson’s Misery:
A Theory of Lyric Reading (Princeton, 2005). See also, Virginia Jackson and Yopie
Prins, eds., The Lyric Theory Reader (Baltimore, 2013).

30. Erving Goffman, ‘‘Footing,’’ in Forms of Talk (Philadelphia, 1981), 124–59.
31. Both Vito Acconci and Alvin Lucier bring out the implicit pun in ‘‘acoustic

properties,’’ as their speaking voices lay claim to the space around them, but also
question what is proper to the voice and the egotism of the possessive statement
‘‘my voice.’’ As the sound artist and critic Brandon Labelle writes, ‘‘In acoustical
occurrence . . . sound sets into relief properties of a given space, its materiality
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and characteristics, through reverberation and reflection, and, in turn, these
characteristics affect the given sound and how it is heard’’; see Brandon Labelle,
Background Noise (London, 2006), 123.

32. Kittler locates pitch shifting in the nineteenth-century’s novel understanding of
frequency, wherein ‘‘the measure of length is replaced by time as an indepen-
dent variable. It is a physical time removed from the meters and rhythms of
music. . . . The real takes the place of the symbolic’’ (Gramophone, 24). He adds,
‘‘Willis made a decisive discovery in 1829. He connected elastic tongues to
a cogwheel whose cogs set them vibrating. According to the speed of its rota-
tion, high or low sounds were produced that sounded like the different vowels,
thus proving their frequency. For the first time pitch no longer depended on
length, as with string or brass instruments; it became a variable dependent on
speed and, therefore, time’’ (Gramophone, 26). Kittler’s emphasis on ‘‘noise’’ as
the real against the symbolic unfortunately follows precisely the disciplinary
division that Costa’s work bridges. For more on pitch shifting in later years see
Mara Mills, ‘‘Media and Prosthesis: The Vocoder, the Artificial Larynx, and the
History of Signal Processing,’’ qui parle 21, no. 1 (Fall/Winter 2012): 107–49.

33. The references to the source texts and the transcript of the recording can be
found in Eduardo Costa, ‘‘Four Works: First Tale, Second Tale, and Third
Tale,’’ in Greany, Conceptualism and Other Fictions, 58–60.

34. Christine Ehrick observes that the length and width of the vocal cords, the age of
the speaker, and the size of the vocal cavity—everything included in what linguists
call ‘‘anatomical features of vocal quality’’—coincide to produce the parameters of
the range of notes in which a voice can comfortably speak. Speakers can work with
their bodies to reaffirm presupposed gender and age identities, or try to create
new forms of identity, but the physiological parameters will remain. The connec-
tion between physiology and culture has been important in the history of radio.
Ehrick remarks that old radio microphones were constructed for deep voices. As
a result, radios distorted higher-pitched voices, and often the voices of women;
Christine Ehrick, Radio and the Gendered Soundscape in Latin America: Women and
Broadcasting in Argentina and Uruguay, 1930–1950 (Cambridge, 2015), 26.

35. Benjamin’s phrase is ‘‘the optical unconscious’’; Walter Benjamin, ‘‘The Work
of Art in the Age of Its Technological Reproducibility,’’ in The Work of Art in the
Age of Its Technological Reproducibility and Other Writings on Media, trans. Edmund
Jephcott and others (Cambridge, MA, 2008). The phrase ‘‘the acoustical uncon-
scious’’ appears in Robert G. Ryder, ‘‘When Only the Ears Are Awake: Günter
Eich and the Acoustical Unconscious,’’ in Germany in the Loud Twentieth Century,
ed. Alexandra Merley and Florence Feiereisen (Oxford, 2012), 35–47.

36. Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer, Dialectic of Enlightenment (Stanford,
2007). Marshal McLuhan, Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man (Cam-
bridge, MA, 1994).

37. Steve Goodman, Sonic Warfare (Cambridge, MA, 2009).
38. Sounding Out!, ‘‘One Nation Under a Groove?: Music, Sonic Borders, and the

Politics of Vibration,’’ blog entry by Marcus Boon, February 4, 2013, http://
soundstudiesblog.com/2013/02/04/one-nation-under-a-groove-sonic-borders-
and-the-politics-of-vibration/.

39. Wayne Marshall, review of How to Wreck a Nice Beach, by Dave Tompkins, and
Sonic Warfare, by Steve Goodman, Current Musicology 90 (Fall 2010): 93–103.

40. Made available to the author by Eduardo Costa. Costa mentions these record-
ings in a brief article in remembrance of Mendieta. Eduardo Costa, ‘‘Memories
of Ana Mendieta (1988)’’ in Costa, Conceptualism, 87–90.
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41. Numerous critics have recognized the central role of indexicality in Mendieta’s
siluetas. See Joanna S. Walker’s chapter ‘‘The Body Is Present Even If in Dis-
guise,’’ in her book Nancy Spero, Encounters (Burlington, VT, 2011); Frederick
Gross, ‘‘Contemporary Photography: Between the Global and the Local,’’ in
Global and Local Art Histories, ed. Celina Jeffrey and Gregory Minissale (New-
castle, UK, 2007); Barbara Bolt, Art Beyond Representation: The Performative Power of
the Image (London, 2010); Megan Heuer, ‘‘Ana Mendieta: Earth Body, Sculpture
and Performance,’’ Brooklyn Rail, September 1, 2004, http://www.brooklynrail.
org/2004/09/art/ana-mendieta-earth-body-sculpture-and-pe.

42. Thomas Y. Levine, ‘‘Before the Beep: A Short History of Voice Mail,’’ Essays in
Sound 2: Technophonia, ed. Alessio Cavallaro, Shaun Davies, and Annemaire
Jonson (Sydney, 1995).
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